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Question 1

Match the subjects below with the band they fit into.

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Driving test, disabilities, law

Band C

1.00

Tra⁴c signs and signals, car control, pedestrians, mechanical knowledge Band B
Road procedure

Band A

Publications, industrial techniques

Band D

Your answer is correct.

Question 2

How many video clips are there in an ADI hazard perception test?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 15
b. 14
c. 12
d. 13

Your answer is correct.

Question 3

The pass mark for part one theory test is:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 80% with a minimum of 80% in each of the four bands
b. 85% with a minimum of 20% in each of the four bands
c. 80% with a minimum of 20% in each of the four bands
d. 85% with a minimum of 80% in each of the four bands

Your answer is correct.

Question 4

The pass mark for the ADI hazard perception test is:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 75 out of 100
b. 57 out of 75
c. 57 out of 100
d. 39 out of 45

Your answer is correct.

Question 5

A PDI applying for their part one examination requiring special needs should:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. state the special needs when booking the test
b. explain to the invigilator upon arriving at the test centre
c. not say anything because no provisions can be made
d. take a friend with them who may help them to read the questions

Your answer is correct.

Question 6
Partially correct
Mark 1.00 out of
2.00

Candidates attending for the ADI part two driving ability test, will be required to read a number plate, in good daylight, with the help of
glasses or contact lenses if worn. Since September 2001, at what distance must the candidate be able to read the number plate:
Select one or more:

a. 26.5 metres/87 feet (with symbols 79 mm in height and 50 mm wide)
b. 20.5 metres/67 feet (with symbols 79 mm in height and 50 mm wide)
c. 21.0 metres/69 feet (with symbols 79 mm in height and 57 mm wide)
d. 27.5 metres/90 feet (with symbols 79 mm in height and 57 mm wide)

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 1.

Question 7

A candidate attending for the ADI part two driving ability test, who does not meet the requirements of the eyesight test :

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. will receive a full test fee refund
b. will still be eligible to continue with their driving assessment but not issued a pass certi…cate
c. will not be allowed to take the test and forfeit their fee
d. will be asked to read it from the prescribed distance for a learner driver

Your answer is correct.

Question 8

How many minutes does the ADI part two driving ability test last?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 60

1.00

Question 9

Faults committed during Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) practical driving tests, are recorded on form number DL..?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 25

1.00

Question 10

What is the maximum number of driving faults that you are allowed on an ADI part two driving ability test?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 6

1.00

Question 11

How many serious faults will result in failure on an ADI part two driving ability test?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Answer: 1

Question 12
Partially correct
Mark 3.00 out of
4.00

You must provide a car for the ADI part two driving ability test which is properly taxed and insured and has a valid MOT (if required). In
addition you must ensure that:
Select one or more:

a. it is …tted with L-plates which are clearly visible from the front and rear
b. It is right-hand drive
c. it has an adjustable forward facing front passenger seat
d. It is left-hand drive
e. It is a saloon hatchback or estate in good condition with a rigid roof
f. it has an additional rear view mirror for the examiner's use

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 3.

Question 13

A space-saver wheel is:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. acceptable on an ADI part two driving ability test
b. not acceptable on any DVSA practical driving test
c. acceptable only on a learner driving test
d. it is …tted with L-plates which are clearly visible from the front and rear
e. acceptable at some test centres where motorways are not readily accessible

Your answer is correct.

Question 14

Which of the following scenarios may an examiner play during a test of instructional ability?

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. A driver needing an occupational driving assessment
b. A quali…ed driver undertaking driver development training
c. A pupil who is about test standard
d. A novice or partly trained pupil

Your answer is correct.

Question 15

From the list below, which subjects may be tested at 'phase one', during the ADI part three test of instructional ability?

Correct
Mark 10.00 out of
10.00

Select one or more:

a. T-junctions - emerging
b. Controls
c. parking close to the kerb, using reverse gear
d. meet, cross and overtake other tra⁴c allowing adequate clearance for other road users and anticipation
e. emergency stop/mirrors
f. moving o− and making normal steps
g. reversing to the left or right
h. approaching and turning corners
i. crossroads
j. judgement of speed and general road positioning
k. turn in the road
l. pedestrian crossings and the use of signals

Your answer is correct.

Question 16

From the the list below, which subjects may be tested at 'phase two', during the ADI part three test of instructional ability?

Correct
Mark 7.00 out of
7.00

Select one or more:

a. moving o−/stopping
b. progress/hesitancy - normal position
c. approaching and turning corners
d. emergency stop/mirrors
e. reverse parking
f. turn in the road
g. T-junctions - emerging
h. crossroads
i. reversing to the left or right
j. controls
k. meet, cross and overtake other tra⁴c allowing adequate clearance for other road users and anticipation
l. pedestrian crossings and use of signals

Your answer is correct.

Question 17

If an ADI is disquali…ed from driving for one year, how long will they have to wait until they may apply for re-registration?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Three years
b. Two years
c. Five years
d. One year

Your answer is correct.

Question 18

What key subject areas are tested during the ADI part three test of instructional ability?

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. Core competencies
b. Industrial techniques
c. Instructor characteristics
d. Driving skills

Your answer is correct.

Question 19

What is the main purpose of the trainee licence?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Because it is mandatory
b. To learn the test routes
c. To assist in preparing a PDI for the part three test of instructional ability
d. To earn money

Your answer is correct.

Question 20

How many hours training must a PDI legally receive before applying for a trainee licence?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 20
b. 25
c. 30
d. 40

Your answer is correct.

Question 21

Which two options are available to PDI's who are intending to work on a trainee licence? They must take:

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. a minimum of 20 hours additional training
b. a maximum of 20% of their training must be conducted in-car
c. a minimum of 25% of their training must be conducted in-car
d. a maximum of 20 hours additional training

Your answer is correct.

Question 22
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

A trainee licence holder has failed their …rst or second attempt at the ADI part three test of instructional ability. What are they required to
do before taking a retest?
Select one:

a. Undertake at least …ve hours additional training
b. Apply for a second trainee licence
c. Wait at least ten clear working days before re-applying for part three
d. Fill in form number ADI 21T

Your answer is correct.

Question 23

Which of the following statements are true?

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

The conditions of the trainee licence state:
Select one or more:

a. you can start up your own business as an independent driving school
b. you must only display Green L-Plates while teaching learners for hire or reward
c. you may not advertise yourself as if you were quali…ed
d. you must notify the DVSA of change of driving school and/or contact details

Your answer is correct.
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Question 1

What is the minimum criteria a person needs to have met in order for them to attain a full driving licence?

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 2
Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 3

To be at or above the minimum age requirement for the category of license applied for, and to have passed the theory and practical tests
relating to that category.

In order to use a full or provisional licence, applicants must be able to show they can meet six minimum requirements. List these
requirements.
The applicant must be a resident of Great Britain
Meet the minimum age requirements
Meet the minimum eyesight requirements
The vehicle must be legal with respect to registration, tax, insurance and MOT
With respect to a provisional license holder, be supervised by someone meeting the supervision requirements.

De忎�ne a 'Relevant Disability' and provide two examples.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

A relevant disability is any condition which is either prescribed (by Regulations) or any other disability where driving is likely to be a source
of danger to the public
Epilepsy
liability to sudden attacks of disabling giddiness or fainting

Question 4

De忎�ne a 'Prospective Disability' and provide two examples.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 5

Prospective disabilities are those that may become a relevant disability in the course of time, for example multiple sclerosis or persistent
misuse of drugs or alcohol whether or not there is a dependency.

Which of the following licences/permits to drive are valid in the UK?

Partially correct
Mark 3.00 out of
5.00

Select one or more:

a. International driving permits
b. EU driving licences
c. Full or provisional licences
d. Passenger carrying vehicle licence (PCV)
e. Large goods vehicle licence (LGV)

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 3.

Question 6

From the list below highlight the criteria for obtaining a full UK driving licence for vehicles in category B.

Partially correct
Mark 1.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. Taken a course in driver CPC
b. Minimum age of 17
c. Undergone a DVLA driver medical using a form D2
d. Taken and passed a theory and hazard perception test and a practical driving test within the last two years

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 1.

Question 7

To be able to drive in Europe, you can use your Great Britain or Northern Ireland driving licence in which of the following countries:

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. Israel
b. Estonia
c. Switzerland
d. Albania

Your answer is correct.

Question 8

What are some of the reasons when a driver must renew their paper driving licence to a photocard version?

Partially correct
Mark 2.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. You change your name
b. Because your paper licence is 10 years old
c. When the address has changed
d. If the licence has been defaced

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 2.

Question 9
Correct
Mark 3.00 out of

Applicants for driving licences must make declarations regarding health and disability.
They have a legal obligation to:

3.00

Select one or more:

a. inform the DVLA as soon as the driver is aware that he/she is su�ering from a ‘Relevant’ or ‘prescribed’ disability.
b. inform the DVLA of any worsening of any declared health condition.
c. inform the DVLA of any temporary disability i.e. broken bones.
d. inform the DVLA of any deterioration in eyesight below the prescribed distance.

Your answer is correct.

Question 10

How would a UK driver apply for a 'Green Card' to drive abroad?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. At the relevant Government Embassy or High Commission
b. Contact DVLA
c. Contact a driving organisation who are a member of the Motor Insurers' Bureau
d. Over the counter at the post oꎂ�ce

Your answer is correct.

Information

The next four questions refer to the obligations connected to the use of a (category B) provisional licence.
For this activity you may need to refer to the following resource material:
INS 57P
The Oꎂ�cial DVSA Guide to Learning to Drive

Question 11

Certain criteria need to be met to allow someone to accompany a learner driver in a car. Which of the following is true?

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. The licence held by the accompanying driver can be from any country
b. You must be 18 years old and have held a full driving licence for the category of vehicle for the previous twelve months
c. The licence held by the accompanying driver must be full EC or EEA origin
d. You must be 21 years old and held the a full driving licence for the category of vehicle for at least three years

Your answer is correct.

Question 12
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Having passed a category B driving test, the DVSA examiner will o�er to send the candidate's provisional licence to DVLA to be exchanged
for a full licence. Which of the following would prevent the candidate from accepting the o�er?
Select one:

a. They want to drive their own car tomorrow and will not be in possession of their licence
b. Because Pass Plus is compulsory
c. They haven't got a new set of photographs to give the examiner
d. The licence is required for another practical driving test on a di�erent category of vehicle within the following 21 days

Your answer is correct.

Question 13
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

A 16 year old has successfully completed Compulsory Basic Training (CBT) to ride a moped. How would a driving instructor know if the
licence is valid for category B (car) training on a public highway?
Select one:

a. It will be the responsibility of the 16 year old to apply for driving lessons at the appropriate time
b. The DVSA will issue a cover note explaining to the ADI when the candidate is eligible to drive a category B vehicle
c. Having passed the CBT, a rider is automatically entitled to learn to drive a car
d. The table on the reverse of the photocard will show the 'valid from' date for category B entitlement, which will be the date of the
candidate's 17th birthday

Your answer is correct.

Question 14

At what age is a person receiving the higher rate of disability living allowance able to obtain a (category B) provisional driving licence?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 16

1.00

Information

The following questions concern the obligations connected to the use of a full category B driving licence.
For this activity you may need to refer to:
DVLA INF45
DVLA INS57P
http://www.dft.gov.uk/dvla/

Question 15

A driver who is in possession of a paper driving licence needs to renew it:

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. if their personal details change
b. every ten years
c. if they apply to become a driving instructor
d. upon reaching seventy years of age

Your answer is correct.

Question 16
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

You are a �eet driver trainer, and are asked to conduct an assessment with a driver who holds an EC licence without a counterpart. You
would advise the client's company:
Select one:

a. that the holder should take a provisional practical driving test
b. that the holder is unable to train without a GB licence
c. that the holder must be in possession of a GB licence in order to legally drive in GB
d. that the company should insist that the holder applies to DVLA for a D9 counterpart

Your answer is correct.

Question 17

Up until the age of 70 in the UK, you must renew your photo card licence every 10 years.

Correct

Which of the following statements are true if you want to renew your licence online?

Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. Your national insurance number
b. You will need your paper counterpart
c. You will need a valid UK passport
d. Addresses of where you have lived for the past 5 years

Your answer is correct.

Question 18
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

GB driving licence numbers are encrypted using the owner's family name, sex, date of birth and unique DVLA letters and numbers. What
information separates male and female licence holders?
Select one:

a. The second number shows '0' or '1' for male and '5' or '6' for female
b. Female licences are pink
c. The last two letter of a female's licence are FM
d. You can only tell by looking at the counterpart

Your answer is correct.

Question 19
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

You inspect the driving licence of a new client and it shows restriction code 01 next to all categories on the rear of the photocard. This
means they:
Select one:

a. are an organ donor
b. are restricted to an automatic transmission
c. require a hearing or communication aid
d. should wear glasses or contact lenses

Your answer is correct.

Question 20
Partially correct
Mark 3.00 out of
4.00

You receive a telephone call from a prospective client who wants to drive a minibus on a category 'B' entitlement. What information do you
require from the client before you can advise them of the size of vehicle they can drive?
Select one or more:

a. Do they possess a full (not provisional) licence?
b. Do they have any restriction codes on the licence?
c. is it a hired vehicle
d. The date of passing their driving test?
e. Will they be driving under a contract of employment?

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 3.
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Question 1
Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 2

In no more than 75 words explain the requirements of a driving examiner while conducting a driving test, in terms of the examiner's
conduct and data protection.
Examiners should ensure their instructions are absolutely clear. At the end a fail should be conveyed sympathetically with a brief
explanation of the faults marked on the DL25. This de-brief should give the candidate a `word picture’ of their driving, including all faults
recorded and a selection of repeated driving faults. If the candidate elects not to have their instructor/accompanying driver present for the
de-brief, then this should be complied with.

How does the DVSA ensure uniformity of the standard of the practical driving test across the UK?

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 3

From time to time members of the DVSA sta− accompany examiners on test to ensure uniformity.
Test Guidelines and procedures are also published in the ADI1 and the DT1

List two security checks examiners make on driving test candidates at the beginning of the test.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Compare the photograph on the identity document against the candidate. Check validity of photocard license with an Ultra Violet light.

Question 4

Please describe in around 100 words the minimum test vehicle requirements for a category B vehicle.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 5

The vehicle must be taxed, be insured for a driving test, be roadworthy and have a current MOT (if it’s over 3 years old)
It must have no warning lights showing, for example, the airbag warning light, have no tyre damage and the legal tread depth on each
tyre.
A space-saver spare tyre can't be …tted, and the vehicle should be smoke-free - this means you can’t smoke in it just before or during the
test and be able to reach at least 62mph and have an mph speedometer.
It must have 4 wheels and a maximum authorised mass (MAM) of no more than 3,500 kg
The car must have an extra interior rear-view mirror for the examiner
L-plates (‘L’ or ‘D’ plates in Wales) on the front and rear, a front passenger seat and a passenger seatbelt for the examiner and a proper
passenger head restraint (not a slip-on type)
There should be no outstanding recalls on the vehicle.

In your own words, describe how the DVSA DT1 document de…nes a driving fault.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 6

A driving fault is a fault which in isolation is not considered dangerous to other road users, as distinct from a serious or dangerous fault. A
driving fault may become serious if it is classed as an habitual fault.

Give ten reasons why a driving test may be terminated by the examiner:

Complete
Marked out of
10.00

Question 7

Standard of driving demonstrated by the candidate is so poor as to be a hazard to other road users.
Candidate fails the eyesight test
Candidate fails to produce provisional driving license at start of test
Dangerous weather conditions, such as when the roads are icy, or if there’s ‹ooding, thick fog or high winds.
Candidate feels unwell during the test
If the candidate’s vehicle is rendered un-roadworthy.
Compliance with legal obligations for example reporting a accident leaves insu⁴cient time to complete the test.
If the candidate indicates that they do not wish to continue.
Suspected Personation

In your own words, describe what information the Driving Test Report Form, DL25C, gives regarding a candidate’s right of appeal.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 8
Complete
Marked out of
1.00

The DL25C advises that the candidate can appeal to a magistrates court. The appeal must be based on the test not being correctly
conducted according to regulations and not on the outcome of the test itself which cannot be overturned.

The DVSA are responsible for maintaining driving standards. If a driving examiner needs to conduct a driving test for a disabled
driver, what additional considerations must the examiner make in terms of the duration of the test, and the candidate's licence upon a
successful outcome of the test?
More than one test period is allocated to allow completion of extra documentation involved and to allow extra time for the giving of
diretions etc depending on the disability for example severe deafness.
At the conclusion of the test, the examiner should consider if the candidate should drive vehicles with adaptations and/or an automatic
transmission and if adaptations etc were …tted did they overcome the e−ects of the disability. Also did the test show that the candidate
would be unsafe as a driver of any kind of vehicle along with any comments on the candidates likely ability to drive other types of vehicle
safely.

Question 9

How might an examiner conduct a driving test with a driver who is deaf?

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 10
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Ensure that the instructions are given as far as possible when the vehicle is stationary. The examiner should agree with the candidate
beforehand about how instructions are to be given. This could be done in writing or through a signer. There also also small electronic
devices available to facilitate conversation which the examiner may use after ascertaining that it does not have to be worn around the
neck.

The purpose of the driving test is to be able to drive safely and demonstrate, through your driving, that you have a thorough knowledge of
the O⁴cial Highway Code and:
Select one:

a. can drive at higher speeds
b. can keep up with the ‹ow of tra⁴c
c. theory of safe driving
d. have quick reactions

Your answer is correct.

Question 11

What is the maximum permissible weight of a vehicle used for a category B driving test

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 2.5 tonnes
b. 3.5 tonnes
c. 7.5 tonnes
d. 7.0 tonnes

Your answer is correct.

Question 12

What period of noti…cation must be given of cancellation of a DVSA practical driving test appointment to avoid losing the test fee?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 7 working days
b. 10 working days
c. 3 working days
d. 5 working days

Your answer is correct.

Question 13
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Under what heading should a driving examiner record a fault, if the candidate repeatedly stalls, while carrying out a turn in the road
exercise?
Select one:

a. Turn in the road under control
b. Make proper use of accelerator
c. Move away under control
d. Make proper use of clutch

Your answer is correct.

Question 14
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

While turning right, from a major road in to a minor road, a candidate forces an oncoming motorcyclist to slow down. Where would the
examiner record that fault?
Select one:

a. Judgement when crossing the path of tra⁴c
b. Anticipate the actions of other drivers
c. Observation at junctions
d. Cutting corners

Your answer is correct.

Question 15
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

While emerging from a minor road on to a major road a candidate forces another driver to slow down. Where would the examiner record
the fault?
Select one:

a. Judgement when crossing the path of tra⁴c
b. Cutting corners
c. Act properly at road junctions with regard to observation
d. Anticipate the actions of other drivers

Your answer is correct.

Question 16

Under what heading would the fault ‘coasting’ be recorded on a DL25?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Care in the use of speed
b. Speed on approach to junctions
c. Make proper use of clutch
d. Make proper use of gears

Your answer is correct.

Question 17

A candidate attempts to turn right from the left hand lane of a one-way street. Under which heading would an examiner record this fault?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Road signs
b. Exercise lane discipline
c. Position of the car during normal driving
d. Position before turning right

Your answer is correct.

Question 18

A candidate fails to stop at a stop sign; under what heading will the examiner record the fault?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Road signs
b. Observation
c. Make proper use of footbrake
d. Road markings

Your answer is correct.

Question 19
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

A candidate emerges from a junction in to a clear road, builds speed and changes from second to fourth gear. An examiner would deem
this as:
Select one:

a. A serious fault
b. A dangerous fault
c. Satisfactory use of gears
d. A driving fault

Your answer is correct.

Question 20

A candidate is unable to judge safe opportunities to emerge at junctions. Where might this cause a fault to be recorded?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Moving o− (safely)
b. Making progress
c. Avoiding undue hesitancy
d. Anticipation of other road users

Your answer is correct.
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Question 1

What information is contained on the document V5?

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Question 2

The registered keepers name and address, the previous keepers name and address, the date of …rst registration, the make, model , engine
size, Vehicle Registration Mark, fuel type and colour of the vehicle. The date the current keeper acquired the vehicle.

You need your V11 reminder letter to tax your vehicle. If you do not have your V11, what else can you use?

Complete
Marked out of
6.00

You can tax your vehicle without a V11 reminder letter using a:
V5C registration certi…cate (logbook) in your name if you’re the current keeper
V62 application for a registration certi…cate if you’re the current keeper
V5C/2 green new keeper supplement if you’re the new keeper (and don’t have a V5C in your name)
You can tax your vehicle online if you have:
the 11 digit reference number from your V5C (if you’re the current keeper)
the 12 digit reference number from the V5C/2 (if you’re the new keeper and don’t have a V5C in your name)
Pay by phone
You need to contact DVLA to tax by phone. You’ll need your V5C (logbook) or V5C/2 new keeper supplement when you call.

Question 3

List four o−ences relating to a vehicle’s number plate.

Complete
Marked out of
1.00

Failure to have BSAU145a permanently marked on plates manufactured before 2001
Failure to have BSAU145d permanently marked on plates manufactured after 2001
Incorrect spacing of letters and numbers
Incorrect sizing of letters and numbers
Failure to use the Charles Wright font on number plates manufactured after 2001
Black on silver plates on a vehicle …rst registered after Jan 1st 1973
Logos on number plates
Failure to have the manufacturers postcode permanently marked on the plate.

Question 4

What is meant by 'Registered Keeper' is it;

Partially correct
Mark 1.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. the person to whom the police would direct their enquiries
b. the person who is responsible for taxing the vehicle
c. the vehicle owner
d. the main driver

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 1.

Question 5

Identify from the following four options the importance of the 'Date of …rst Registration'.

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. It signi…es the date of manufacture
b. It signi…es the vehicle's inclusion to possible changes in speci…cation legislation, giving information in case of manufacturers
recall
c. It informs the Registered Keeper when to change the vehicle
d. It signi…es the relevant countdown for the …rst MOT

Your answer is correct.

Question 6

Which of the following would be used to calculate the cost of the Vehicle Excise Licence ?

Partially correct
Mark 2.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. The make and model
b. The date of …rst registaration
c. The taxation class
d. The exhaust emissions

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 2.

Question 7
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

The Ministry of Transport Test (MOT) checks the vehicle's components which deal with safety and emissions for a category A or B vehicle.
Which of the following help the testing engineer to decide the content of the test?
Select one:

a. The chassis/VIN number
b. The make and model
c. The date of …rst registration
d. The taxation class

Your answer is correct.

Question 8

What is the maximum length of time a Vehicle Excise Licence is valid?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 24 months
b. 12 months
c. 6 months
d. 18 months

Your answer is correct.

Question 9

The MOT checks several items. Which of the following is not checked by the Test?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Tyres and wheels
b. Boot and bonnet catches
c. Windscreen wipers
d. Clutch

Your answer is correct.

Question 10
Partially correct

This question refers to the 'Statutory O− Road Noti…cation' (SORN).
When must you make a SORN declaration?

Mark 1.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. When your vehicle is taxed
b. When your vehicle is insured
c. When your vehicle isn't taxed
d. You want to break down a vehicle for parts

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 1.
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Question 1

List ፨ve occasions when the law requires a driver to stop. Refer to the Oᎀcial Highway Code for the correct answers.

Complete
Mark 5.00 out of
5.00

When directed to do so by a police oᎀcer in uniform
At the scene of an accident
When directed to do so by a DVSA Oᎀcer
When directed to do so by a Highways England Traᎀc Oᎀcer
At a school crossing patrol
At a traᎀc light
At a stop sign

Comment:
Good!

Question 2
Complete
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

How could you help the progress of an emergency vehicle if it was approaching you from behind while you are travelling along a double
white line system, where the line nearer you is solid?
The emergency vehicle should turn oᎠ its lights and sirens on approach as they have no exemption to crossing the double white line and
eᎠective non-use will enable them to make suᎀcient progress and leaving the warning equipment on may cause the driver in front to stop,
creating a hazard for the overtaking emergency vehicle.
The vehicle in front should continue at the posted speed limit and pull over as soon as is safe once past the solid white line to allow the
emergency vehicle to make progress.

Comment:
Good.

Question 3
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Which of the following, when lawfully requested to do so by a police oᎀcer, must an Approved/Potential Driving Instructor be able to
produce while conducting a driving lesson?
Select one:

a. Other vehicle documents e.g. MoT certi፨cate if applicable
b. Their driving licence
c. Either an ADI certi፨cate or trainee licence
d. The certi፨cate of insurance for the vehicle

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Either an ADI certi፨cate or trainee licence

Question 4

What statutory information on a driving licence would a police oᎀcer be checking?

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. The driver's date of birth
b. The driver's current address
c. The licence issue number on the photocard matches the counterpart
d. The signature is correct

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: The driver's current address, The driver's date of birth, The licence issue number on the photocard matches the
counterpart

Question 5
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

A driver who causes injury to a third party must produce a valid driving licence and motor insurance and any relevant information at the
scene of an accident, or report the incident to a police station within:
Select one:

a. forty eight hours
b. one week
c. twenty four hours
d. ten days

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: twenty four hours

Question 6

What are the legal requirements when leaving a vehicle unattended?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. The head lights and engine are switched oᎠ
b. The head lights and engine are switched oᎠ with the parking brake applied
c. The vehicle should be parked on the left hand side of the road with the parking brake applied
d. The vehicle should be locked

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: The head lights and engine are switched oᎠ with the parking brake applied

Question 7

What advice would you give to a client who is waiting at a red traᎀc light and feeling pressured from a following emergency vehicle?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Wait behind the white STOP line until the lights change
b. Tell the client to make a space for the emergency vehicle by mounting the kerb
c. Cautiously move forward through the red light in the hope that all other traᎀc will allow the client safe Passage through the
junction
d. Move over the white STOP line and wait

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Wait behind the white STOP line until the lights change

Question 8
Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Your client is about to emerge from a minor road onto a major road and they see or hear an emergency vehicle in the distance. What
actions would you expect the driver to consider before proceeding?
Select one or more:

a. Wind down the window to determine where the emergency vehicle is
b. Pull out of the minor road and build up the speed as soon as possible
c. The consequences of pulling out and if that action could impede the progress of the emergency vehicle
d. Continue with the manoeuvre regardless

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Wind down the window to determine where the emergency vehicle is, The consequences of pulling out and if that
action could impede the progress of the emergency vehicle

Question 9
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

What authority do police oᎀcers or traᎀc wardens in uniform have, while giving instructions at a pedestrian crossing controlled by traᎀc
lights?
Select one:

a. Police and Traᎀc Warden instructions only take precedent when the lights are not working
b. Only Traᎀc Warden instructions take precedence over all else
c. The traᎀc light phasing takes precedent over all else
d. Police and Traᎀc Warden instructions take place over the crossing regulations

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Police and Traᎀc Warden instructions take place over the crossing regulations

Question 10

You are being followed by a Police car. How would you know if they wanted you to pull over and stop?

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. The police car overtakes and displays a sign telling you to follow
b. The police car shows blue lights, ፨ashes its headlights and an oᎀcer points to the left hand side of the road
c. The police car overtakes you and pulls up sharply in front of you
d. The police car follows you closely for a minimum of two miles

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: The police car shows blue lights, ፨ashes its headlights and an oᎀcer points to the left hand side of the road, The
police car overtakes and displays a sign telling you to follow
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Question 1

What is the minimum wattage for headlights? (Answer with numbers only, no letters)

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 30

1.00

The correct answer is: 30

Question 2

What is the maximum wattage for sidelights?

Incorrect
Mark 0.00 out of

Answer: 30

1.00

The correct answer is: 7

Question 3

Number plates must be illuminated so they can be read at what distance in metres?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 18

1.00

The correct answer is: 18

Question 4

What is the maximum height in millimetres from the ground that front fog lights may be �xed to the car?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of

Answer: 1200

1.00

The correct answer is: 1200

Question 5

The major speci�cations that lights should conform to are:

Correct
Mark 4.00 out of
4.00

Select one or more:

a. that they all work
b. anti-dazzle requirements
c. height: position from the centre of vehicle
d. intensity: size and colour
e. height: position from outer edge of vehicle

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: height: position from outer edge of vehicle, intensity: size and colour, anti-dazzle requirements, that they all work

Question 6

What are the regulations that apply at night?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Lighting up time refers to when visibility is reduced to less than 100 metres
b. Lighting up time refers to the hours of darkness between half an hour before sunset and half an hour after sunrise
c. Lighting up time refers to the hours of darkness between half an hour after sunset and half an hour before sunrise
d. Lighting up time only refers to driving leaving and entering a built up area

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Lighting up time refers to the hours of darkness between half an hour after sunset and half an hour before sunrise

Question 7

It is an o៛�ence to park without lights at night unless the road has:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. a 30 mph speed limit or more
b. streetlights more than 200 metres apart
c. a 30 mph speed limit or less
d. parking bays

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: a 30 mph speed limit or less

Question 8

Parking lights must be displayed when parked on a road or lay-by where the speed limit is greater than:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 30 mph
b. 40 mph
c. 20 mph
d. 50 mph

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: 30 mph

Question 9

A green �ashing light on top of a vehicle denotes that the occupant may be:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. a bomb disposal engineer
b. the coast guard
c. a transport police o៝�cer
d. medical personnel

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: medical personnel

Question 10

The O៝�cial Highway Code states locations where it would be dangerous to park a vehicle. List ten of those places.

Complete
Mark 10.00 out of
10.00

the carriageway or the hard shoulder of a motorway except in an emergency
a pedestrian crossing, including the area marked by the zig-zag lines
a road marked with double white lines, even when a broken white line is on your side of the road
a tram or cycle lane during its period of operation
near a school entrance
anywhere you would prevent access for Emergency Services
at or near a bus or tram stop or taxi rank
on the approach to a level crossing/tramway crossing
opposite or within 10 metres of a junction, except in an authorised parking space
near the brow of a hill or hump bridge
opposite a tra៝�c island or (if this would cause an obstruction) another parked vehicle

Comment:
Correct.

Question 11

Construction and Use Regulations state that drivers must prevent unnecessary noise nuisance. Give four examples of such o៛�ences:

Complete
Mark 4.00 out of
4.00

Failure to comply with any of the following.
Regulation 54 - Vehicle used on a road with exhaust gases escaping without �rst passing through a silencer.
Regulation 98 - Use of Audible warning instrument when vehicle is stationary
Regulation 98 - Use of audible warning instrument when vehicle is in motion between 23:30 and 0700
Regulation 98 - the driver of a vehicle shall, when the vehicle is stationary, stop the action of any machinery attached to or forming part of
the vehicle so far as may be necessary for the prevention of noise except owing to the necessities of tra៝�c.

Comment:
Correct and you have quoted the regulation!

Question 12

Where may you park your vehicle without prosecution?

Complete
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Anywhere not speci�cally prohibited in the highway code for example, o៛� road, in an approved parking space, on the left hand side of the
road where no restrictions apply

Comment:
Correct.

Question 13
Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Jack Frost leaves his engine running, on a cold winter's morning to help de-ice his windscreen and windows while he returns into his house.
Subsequently his car is now parked unattended on a public highway. What o៛�ences may have been committed?
Select one or more:

a. Not complying with the terms and conditions of motor insurance
b. None
c. Leaving the vehicle unattended with the engine running (on a public highway)
d. O៛�ences under the 2008 Climate Change Bill

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Leaving the vehicle unattended with the engine running (on a public highway), O៛�ences under the 2008 Climate
Change Bill, Not complying with the terms and conditions of motor insurance

Question 14

At night, a vehicle must be parked with its nearside to the kerb unless:

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. in a designated parking space
b. the vehicle is parked with its parking lights on
c. the vehicle is parked within 10 metres of a junction
d. in a one-way street

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: in a one-way street, in a designated parking space, the vehicle is parked with its parking lights on

Question 15

Parking on common land may be permitted within a certain distance from a highway. The distance is:

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 20 yards
b. 10 yards
c. 15 yards
d. 25 yards

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: 15 yards
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Question 1

Road tra⁴c signs fall into 3 main categories. What are they and what do they mean?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Circles give orders – triangles warn – rectangles inform
b. Blue circles prohibit – red circle give orders – triangles warn
c. Circles warn – triangles inform –rectangles give orders
d. Triangles warn - circles inform - rectangles give orders

Your answer is correct.

Question 2

Which of the following statements about road signs are true?

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. Circles generally give orders (mandatory)
b. Red rings or circles tell you what you must not do (prohibitive)
c. Red rings or circles are warning signs
d. Blue circles are prohibitive

Your answer is correct.

Question 3

What colour signs would you expect to see on a primary route?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Green
b. White
c. Brown
d. Blue

Your answer is correct.

Question 4
Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

There are some exceptions to the shape and colour rules, to give greater prominence. Which two of the following signs are exceptions to
the these rules.
Select one or more:

a. Stop
b. Minimum speed limit
c. Give way
d. Bus lanes

Your answer is correct.

Question 5

A broken white centre line in the road separates the lanes. What is the signi…cance of the length of the lines?

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. The shorter the lines the greater the hazard
b. Short (dotted) lines separate tra⁴c travelling in the same direction
c. You must not cross a long broken white line
d. The longer the lines the greater the hazard

Your answer is correct.

Question 6

What do white lines at the edge of the carriageway mean?

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. Exits from private drives and lay-bys
b. No parking
c. They mark the edge of the road
d. A bus lane

Your answer is correct.

Question 7

When is it an o−ence to drive or park in a bus lane?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Always, except when moving out of the way of an emergency response vehicle
b. Except to pick up or set down passengers or loads
c. Unless you need to pass a vehicle which is waiting to turn right
d. When directed to do so by a police o⁴cer or tra⁴c warden
e. During it's hours of operation only

Your answer is correct.

Question 8

What is the purpose of a bus lane?

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. Relieve tra⁴c congestion
b. To speed the ‹ow of tra⁴c
c. Encourage the use of public transport
d. To help delivery drivers …nd a safe place to unload

Your answer is correct.

Question 9

What is the Highway Code rule at an 'advanced stop line' at a set of tra⁴c lights?

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. If a driver cannot stop at the advanced stop line they must stop at the second stop line
b. A driver should allow time and space for cyclists to move o− when the light changes to green
c. When the light is red, drivers must wait behind the …rst stop line
d. If a driver cannot stop at the advanced stop line they should continue to drive through the second stop line

Your answer is correct.

Question 10

What does the term 'swept path' mean?

Partially correct
Mark 1.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. The road may be a di−erent colour or have a textured surface
b. The part of the road used by trams
c. It is the term to describe the extended area at a set of tra⁴c lights to allow large vehicles to turn
d. The part of the road used by …re engines and must be kept clear at all times

Your answer is partially correct.
You have correctly selected 1.

Question 11

A St Andrew's cross is used at a level crossing where there are:

Correct
Mark 2.00 out of
2.00

Select one or more:

a. automatic crossings
b. barriers
c. no gates
d. open crossings
e. no barriers

Your answer is correct.

Question 12

What warning does a driver get at a railway crossing if their vehicle exceeds the safe height beneath electri…ed overhead cables?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. A STOP line
b. Bells suspended over the road at the railway crossing to give audible warning
c. Flashing red lights
d. Warning signs on approach to the crossing

Your answer is correct.

Question 13
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

You are driving along an unlit road at night, the speed limit is 30mph which is indicated by repeater signs. Why are repeater signs used
here?
Select one:

a. A 30mph speed limit is usually indicated by the presence of a system of streetlights
b. As the road is unlit, the tra⁴c authority must place 30mph repeater signs
c. The tra⁴c authority ensures that all roads must have repeater signs
d. The tra⁴c authority put in repeater signs so drivers can remember the speed limit

Your answer is correct.
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Question 1

What is the speed limit for a goods vehicle exceeding 7.5 tonnes maximum laden weight on a single carriageway road in England?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 50 mph
b. 40 mph
c. 30 mph
d. 60 mph

Your answer is correct.

Question 2
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

You are driving in an urban area with a 30mph speed limit in force. You have just passed a police speed monitoring point and then ‹ash
oncoming tra⁴c to warn them of the monitoring point ahead. What could be the legal implications?
Select one:

a. Attempting to warn other road-users about a speed camera by ‹ashing one’s headlights is acceptable if you only ‹ash the
leading vehicle of the oncoming tra⁴c
b. This is acceptable if you only ‹ash your lights once, otherwise you would be committing an o−ence
c. This is acceptable as you are warning other drivers to slow down
d. Attempting to warn other road-users about a speed camera by ‹ashing one’s headlights is an o−ence.

Your answer is correct.

Question 3
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

You are planning a holiday, and will be towing a caravan. The journey is approximately 120 miles and you have planned a route which will
include built up areas, single and dual carriageways and motorways. What is your maximum legal speed on a single carriageway road?
Select one:

a. 70 mph
b. 60 mph
c. 40 mph
d. 50 mph

Your answer is correct.

Question 4

What is the maximum speed limit for a car towing a caravan on a dual carriageway?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 50 mph
b. 60 mph
c. 40 mph
d. 70 mph

Your answer is correct.

Question 5

What is the maximum legal speed limit for a car towing a caravan on a motorway?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 70 mph
b. 40 mph
c. 50 mph
d. 60 mph

Your answer is correct.

Question 6

What is the speed limit for a car derived-van with a MAM of 2.0 tonnes driving on a motorway?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 50 mph
b. 60 mph
c. 70 mph

Your answer is correct.

Question 7

If you stop in a tunnel, how many metres should you leave between your vehicle, and the vehicle in front of you?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 5m
b. 2m
c. 3m
d. 4m

Your answer is correct.

Question 8

What is the braking distance at 40mph?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 24m
b. 14m
c. 32m
d. 38m

Your answer is correct.

Question 9

Which of the following vehicles have a maximum speed limit of 50mph on a single carriageway road in England?

Correct
Mark 4.00 out of
4.00

Select one or more:

a. Cars and motorcycles
b. Buses, coaches and minibuses not exceeding 12m overall length
c. Goods vehicles exceeding 7.5 tonnes maximum laden weight
d. Cars towing caravans or trailers
e. Goods vehicle not exceeding 7.5 tonnes maximum laden weight

Your answer is correct.
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Question 1

How long does an endorsement remain on a licence which relates to death while driving under the in uence of drink and drugs?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 3 years
b. 11 years
c. 10 years
d. 4 years

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: 11 years

Question 2
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

What is the minimum obligatory disquali cation period for a driver convicted of o ences relating to causing death by careless driving while
under the in uence of drink or drugs?
Select one:

a. 4 years
b. 10 years
c. 11 years
d. 2 years

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: 2 years

Question 3

What is the minimum obligatory disquali cation period for a driver convicted of causing death by dangerous driving?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. 2 years
b. 10 years
c. 4 years
d. 11 years

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: 2 years

Question 4
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

A driver or motorcyclist who accumulates 12 or more penalty points within a three year period must be disquali ed. The disquali cation
will last for;
Select one:

a. one year
b. a minimum period of three months, or longer if the driver or motorcyclist has been previously disquali ed
c. a minimum period of one year, or longer if the driver or motorcyclist has been previously convicted
d. a minimum period of six months, or longer if the driver or motorcyclist has previously been disquali ed

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: a minimum period of six months, or longer if the driver or motorcyclist has previously been disquali ed

Question 5
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

If a driver accumulates 12 points in a three year period, what code is now placed on the licence by the court (on older licences it may have
shown as XX)
Select one:

a. TT99
b. TX99
c. TC99
d. TS99

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: TT99

Question 6

When penalty points are added to a licence how long do they have to remain on show before an application to remove with DVLA?

Correct
Mark 3.00 out of
3.00

Select one or more:

a. Four years from the date of o ence for all other cases
b. After an appropriate period, decided by the court
c. Four years from the date of conviction for reckless or dangerous driving and o ences resulting in disquali cation
d. 11 years from the date of the conviction for o ences relating to driving while under the in uence of drink or drugs, causing
death by careless driving while under the in uence of drink or drugs, or causing death by careless driving and failing to provide a
specimen to be tested.

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: 11 years from the date of the conviction for o ences relating to driving while under the in uence of drink or drugs,
causing death by careless driving while under the in uence of drink or drugs, or causing death by careless driving and failing to provide a
specimen to be tested., Four years from the date of conviction for reckless or dangerous driving and o ences resulting in disquali cation,
Four years from the date of o ence for all other cases

Question 7

Who sets the maximum penalties for road tra c o ences?

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. Local authorities
b. Parliament
c. DVLA
d. DVSA

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Parliament

Question 8
Correct

A driver wishes to have points removed from their licence that they received three years ago for a minor speeding o ence and asks for
your advice.

Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

You advise them that they should contact DVLA and ask for the points to be removed ...

Select one:

a. after eight more years
b. and they must do so within 12 months
c. after one more year
d. immediately

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: after one more year

Question 9
Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

The standard Accident O ence Code usually takes the following format - for instance 'Driving without due care and attention is marked
CD10.
What is the meaning of code AC10?
Select one:

a. Aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring
b. Failed to stop after an incident
c. Non-endorsable o ence
d. Encouraging or persuading someone to commit an o ence

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: Failed to stop after an incident

Question 10

Dangerous driving is de ned as;

Correct
Mark 1.00 out of
1.00

Select one:

a. when a persons driving does not take into account the factors of other road users behaviour
b. when a person is driving without reasonable consideration for other persons using that road or place
c. when a person drives without due care and attention
d. when a persons driving falls far below what would be expected of a competent and careful driver

Your answer is correct.
The correct answer is: when a persons driving falls far below what would be expected of a competent and careful driver

